Fruit load estimation in mango orchards:
a comparison of methods
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Importance of yield mapping for farm management

High accuracy for all methods

•

•

•

Precision agriculture: data informs how much to spray and
variable rate applications
Logistics: data informs harvest labour and packing crate
requirements

•
•

Three methods with different trade-offs compared
•
•
•

Robotic UGV with day/night imaging and lidar
Utility vehicle with low cost night imaging system
Multi-spectral satellite imaging
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All three methods were accurate for block-total yield
estimates compared to pack house estimates: UGV 6.0%,
Ute 8.8%, Sat. 9.9% average errors over 6 orchard blocks
Accuracy proportional to cost and system complexity
Ground based approaches were more accurate per-tree,
whereas the satellite method was most scalable to wide
areas of coverage

Individual trees segmented from LiDAR map of whole
orchard block (above). Enables estimation of geometric
properties of trees (volume/area/height) and association of
yield data to correct tree. Each of the 100,000 fruit located
as white dots (below)
Robotic UGV ‘Shrimp’, day/night imaging system
at a mango orchard

Detect fruit using Faster R-CNN and track
through video using GPS/INS and mutliview geometry

Detect fruit using Faster R-CNN and track
through video using GPS/INS and mutliview geometry

Mapping

UGV System Key Points

• Most accurate system with 96% of fruit located
compared to pack house estimates after harvest – but
also highest system complexity and cost
• Potential to avoid labour-intensive field calibration
due to near one-to-one estimates and stable
calibration over multiple years
• Convenience of imaging at any time of day or night
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Fruit yield overlaid on Google Maps:
the hotter the spot colour, the more
fruit the tree has
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Fruit size estimation using co-registered colour camera and
Kinect: ellipses fit to fruit detected by YOLO (left) combined
with fruit-to-camera distance from depth image (right). Fruit
size obtained from lens formula: L = dP/f where d is the depth, f
is Kinect camera focal length; P is the fruit image length size (the
product of number of pixels and pixel sensor size)

Utility Vehicle System Key Points

Night time imaging system mounted to utility
vehicle, scanning a mango tree

Block Yield Estimation

Fruit detection from imagery for yield estimation using night time image acquisition
system in utility vehicle. Full canopy images are split into tiles for manual labelling to
train a YOLO network. YOLO for detection of fruit in new images, resulting in per-tree
“dual-view” counts and spatial map of yield estimates across the orchard

• Accurate per-tree estimates with field calibration and
low complexity, low cost system
• Fruit size important to estimate yield mass and
numbers of packing crates and crate insert size profile
• Web based system to present data to growers

DigitalGlobe WorldView3 multi-spectral imaging
satellite with 30cm resolution. Image from
http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/

Satellite System Key Points

• Very high resolution Worldview-3 imagery is
commercially available at a cost of ~$5.50 /ha (based
on a minimum capture area of 100 km2).
• Satellite imagery has been demonstrated as an
accurate tool for identifying the spatial and temporal
variability of tree vigour (size and health) across an
orchard.
• With the targeted sampling of strategically located
trees, strong correlations between mango fruit count
and canopy reflectance can be achieved.
• Surrogate yield maps and accurate forecasts of total
crop yield can be derived from satellite imagery when
calibrated with targeted field sampling.
• Satellite imagery enables spatial layers to be
developed from the individual tree scale to whole
farms, regions and at a national level.
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WorldView3 satellite data,
false colour G-R-NIR (top)
and NDVI (bottom), showing
spatial variability across the
orchard block

Harvesting fruit for manual counting per tree (photo
courtesy of NTDPIR). Scatter plot identifying the
relationship between number of fruit per tree versus
canopy reflectance (N1RENDVI) of the corresponding
tree (n=18). The relationship allows conversion of
satellite pixels to yield
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Comparison of total fruit number per orchard (4
orchards included) predicted from satellite imagery
versus actual number provided by pack house

Calibrated spatial yield map, indicating regions of higher
and lower productivity across the orchard block
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